1999 ford explorer door latch

Ten problems related to door latch have been reported for the Ford Explorer. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. I am having problems with my Ford Explorer drivers side door.
It worked fine up until a few months ago. It stopped unlocking with the remote then it eventually
stopped unlocking with the key. I have to now reach through my passenger door to open my
drivers door. I am afraid of getting into an accident and the only way to get rescued is for
someone to open my drivers door to get me out. If it is locked, and it normally is because it
locks automatically when start to drive, no one would be able to get me out. This is a very
serious problem if this were to happen. I have looked it up online and have found that quite a
few people have had the same problem. To make things worse my back door has done the same
thing except I can not get it to open at all. I have two very young kids and I would hate for them
to get trapped inside. I can't open it from the inside because the child safety lock is on. Another
safety issue I am having is being scared that I will be on the passengers side when unlocking
the drivers side and maybe having someone else get into the car before I can get in and leave. I
have purchased the part to get it fixed but I can't afford to pay the dealership to fix it for me. It
has yet to get fixed but I do plan on getting it done soon. Please help with this problem. The
contact owns a Ford Explorer. The contact stated that the rear passenger doors will not open.
When the failure began, she was able to open the door from the inside or from the outside by
rolling down the window. The dealer has not diagnosed the failure. There were no warning
indicator lights present. The contact will follow up with the manufacturer on NHTSA campaign
notice number 03v vehicle speed control:cables she received. The failure mileage was , and
current mileage was , The passenger door lock stopped popping up on the first press of the
unlock button on the door. This began almost 2 years ago. It required multiple presses on the
unlock button to get the door to unlock. The problem has now occurred on the driver' s side
door. Only this time it required many more depresses to unlock. I have to physically pull the
handle and pull up on the door lock knob to force it to open if it will open. My fear now is if I am
in an accident or the truck catches on fire I may not be able to unlock either door. Both vehicles
are operated as normal daily driver vehicles. When locked, the door would not unlock. The
power lock cylinder was actuating, but not disengaging the lock. Also, the real concern - the
door could not be opened from the inside by pulling the door handle which normally would
unlock and open the door. In each of the three doors, a small retracting spring inside the door
latch was broken. Had the vehicle been in an accident or some other situation requiring an
emergency exit from the vehicle, the occupant sitting by the affected door possibly could not
exit the vehicle without moving to another door of the vehicle. The small spring appears to keep
the lock mechanism pulled off unless the lock is engaged, without the spring, the lock would
not disengage under normal operation. Removal of the door panel and latch assembly was
required to fix the broken spring. After having parked my car I could not open the door for my
child to get out--neither from the inside nor the outside and pull mechanism disappeared in
between car door. Two weeks ago I went to get out of my SUV and the door would not open.
This happens daily. The consumer could not unlock the front driver's side doors, from the
inside or the outside of the vehicle. The consumer contacted the dealership and they indicated
that this was not a safety issue. The door locks on the drivers side both front and rear will for a
period of days not unlock with the power lock or the key on the front door. This leaves the
person sitting on that side having to crawl to the other side of the vehicle to get out. Then after
a period of days seems that it will start working again for no apparent reason. There is a spring
in each of the latching mechanisms that was found to have broken. The consumer stated that
the front doors do not unlock from the outside of the vehicle. The dealership has been
contacted. Please provide details. When traveling under any normal braking conditions,
consumer noticed vehicle was pulling to the right. Also, doors locked without operating the
door locks. Consumer has contacted dealer. Please provide any further details. Car Problems.
Door Latch problem 1. Door Latch problem 2. Door Latch problem 3. Door Latch problem 4.
Door Latch problem 5. Door Latch problem 6. Door Latch problem 7. Door Latch problem 8.
Door Latch problem 9. Door Latch problem Door Latch problems Hood Latch problems. Tailgate
Latch problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Ford Explorer. The
contact stated that the rear passenger doors will not open. When the failure began, she was
able to open the door from the inside or from the outside by rolling down the window. The
dealer has not diagnosed the failure. There were no warning indicator lights present. The
contact will follow up with the manufacturer on NHTSA campaign notice number 03V vehicle
speed control:cables she received. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , The
passenger door lock stopped popping up on the first press of the unlock button on the door.

This began almost 2 years ago. It required multiple presses on the unlock button to get the door
to unlock. The problem has now occurred on the driver' S side door. Only this time it required
many more depresses to unlock. I have to physically pull the handle and pull up on the door
lock knob to force it to open if it will open. My fear now is if I am in an accident or the truck
catches on fire I may not be able to unlock either door. Both vehicles are operated as normal
daily driver vehicles. When locked, the door would not unlock. The power lock cylinder was
actuating, but not disengaging the lock. Also, the real concern - the door could not be opened
from the inside by pulling the door handle which normally would unlock and open the door. In
each of the three doors, a small retracting spring inside the door latch was broken. Had the
vehicle been in an accident or some other situation requiring an emergency exit from the
vehicle, the occupant sitting by the affected door possibly could not exit the vehicle without
moving to another door of the vehicle. The small spring appears to keep the lock mechanism
pulled off unless the lock is engaged, without the spring, the lock would not disengage under
normal operation. Removal of the door panel and latch assembly was required to fix the broken
spring. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine
complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Explorer recall.
Noticed problems with vehicle on September 1, There was an electrical problem because the
light for the air bags was always on. The windshield wipers turned on and off by themselves.
This happened so often that it could cause an accident. Took vehicle to the mechanic for the
brakes because they were making noise, and had to pump the brakes in order to get the vehicle
to stop. The driver's side power door lock does not lock. The rear passenger side door cannot
be opened from the inside. After having parked my car I could not open the door for my child to
get out--neither from the inside nor the outside and pull mechanism disappeared in between car
door. Two weeks ago I went to get out of my SUV and the door would not open. This happens
daily. The consumer could not unlock the front driver's side doors, from the inside or the
outside of the vehicle. The consumer contacted the dealership and they indicated that this was
not a safety issue. When traveling under any normal braking conditions, consumer noticed
vehicle was pulling to the right. Also, doors locked without operating the door locks. Consumer
has contacted dealer. This truck has overdrive problems. When you put it in rev and then drive
most times it will cut the overdrive off, but not all the time. Rear passenger door will not open
from inside. Airbag light goes on and starts blinking then goes off for a while then back on. The
power steering makes noise on a hard right or left turn. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. One by one, both Electric and manual locks started to not work. Living in
Florida it would be a pain to stand in the rain playing with both the door handle and the key at
the same time to get the door to unlock, for a long time I had to go in thru the passenger side
and open the driver door. I have two kids and this was a major pain in the ass. C resident. I now
never leave anything valuable in my vehicle and just leave it unlocked. This should be a recall
as it is a danger in an accident situation. Shame on you Ford. It worked of course at opening
and locking all the doors. However, a little while later I noticed the driver's side lock does not
open instantly. You have to keep pressing the fob remote to eventually open it. I had this issue
with my Explorer and sometimes it never opened at all and I had to walk around the car to the
passenger side and get in from there and reach out to open driver's door. So I suspect the same
will eventually happen with my 99 Explorer. Also in the rear, I cannot open the rear door
window, so the locking system is definitely breaking down. Why does this happen so often with
Explorers from the 90s and how can I fix it without costing a ridiculous fortune? My Explorer
XLS drivers door would not unlock with either the exterior key lock or the power door lock. You
could pull the interior door handle to open the door and it would unlock. The problem is the
door latch is malfunctioning and needs to be replaced. It seems that the dealership parts
counters keep these latches in stock ALL the time, as this is a common problem. I fixed mine
before I broke off the interior door latch. This is an relatively straight forward repair with anyone
that is mechanically inclined. Just be patient and pay close attention to how ALL of the latch
rods are arranged. They will only fit one way, so be prepared to be a contortionist when
removing and replacing everything. This should have been a recall for Ford, but if it isn't a
safety issue to them, they simply aren't going to have one. This issue is called "normal wear
and tear" by Ford. Good Luck! As others, my driver door lock could not be unlocked from the
outside under any circumstances. The key and electric solenoid just could not quite unlock it.
The door could be opened from the inside. I kinda figured that there was something binding
inside the door so I took the inside panel off and looked in. The whole mechanism was dry and
dusty. As an experiment, i took some of my wife's olive oil spray and soaked it all. Lo and
behold, the key and everything else worked great! That lasted about a week and the olive oil
gave up so I got some lithium spray grease from O'Rileys and lubed everything up. No more
lock problems! Same problem. Driver's side door is stuck locked and I broke the inside door

handle trying to open the door. Everyday I have to jump over the passenger seat and console to
get in and out of the car. Did I mention that I am 7 months pregnant?!?! I took the truck to a Ford
Dealership in Saginaw, Michigan and waited for about 2 hours to have it repaired. Just when I
think the problem is solved, the service manager comes to inform me that he nor his employees
can even get the door open!!! He said he would need more time with my car but I have yet to
find a few days to be without a vehicle. This is a real pain in the neck!! I am thinking of just
calling a locksmith to unlock the door and then taking it to have it fixed. Any suggestions or
help would be greatly appreciated! I noticed that when the car is cold as temperatures are in the
Winter!! The key will fit in but will not turn. Now, on a lucky day, I can get the key to work, start
my truck to defrost, lock the door and go inside It is truly a pain.. The drivers door will not
unlock by the remote, the key, or the inside handle. The latch assy seems to be jammed. I have
removed the top of the inside panel and all the linkages to the latch appear OK. The remote
unlock tries to unlock but fails. This problem started weeks ago as the drivers door not
unlocking with the remote. The key lock was hard to turn. Then the remote would not unlock
and only the inside handle was able to stubbornly open the door. Now the door cannot be
opened by any means. At , lbs, I am sure to break something inside from having to crawl over
the center console. I have seen these door latch problems mentioned on this site and many
others, across several model years. Have already replaced both of the rear door handles. My
first Ford in 44 years and may be my last. Ok, I am a mother of 2. I pick my kids up everyday and
do all the running around for work and everything a working mother of two does. When you
have to worry about someone trying to hijack your vehicle from you it gets a little frustrating.
My driver side door quit unlocking with the remote long before it finally stopped unlocking with
the key. So, I started unlocking it from the rear drivers side door but now I have to reach
through the passenger side to open the door to get in. About a month after the drivers side quit
working, my rear driver side door quit opening from the outside. I purchased the part to fix the
Front drivers door and I was searching online to figure out how to remove the door panel to
replace it and I was surprised to see how many other people out there that has the same
problem. I don't know it this is going to help but I am a very frustrated and worried mother. The
problem when I locked the door then closed it, I could not unlock it again. The key wouldn't
work, the remote opener would not work. Took a while to realize if I closed the door, then locked
it, the key would work and the remote would work. I could live with that. I got a notice through
the mail that Ford had a recall on the cruise control. I took it in to the Ford dealer and while I
was there, I told them about the door. The service tech went inside and got a spray and sprayed
the door lock. When I got home I could no longer close the door and lock it and open it again. I
will not work. I have to crawl through to get to the driver seat. I am really mad. Out of no where
driver side door would not unlock with key or remote. Had to unlock passenger side door and
reach across and open driver side door with handle. Took off door panel and found a spring
removed laying in the bottom of the door panel. After some research it seems that the spring
came from the door latch. The spring functionally holds a lever in place to allow the latch to
unlock and with out the spring the lever can not get into position to unlock. I went to a ford
dealer ship and bought the door latch for 60 dollars. It sounds like you can also have the dealer
fix for Drivers door lock began not working with remote unlock and finally will not work with
key. I have to either leave it unlocked or climb through passengers door. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 8 reports replace the door latch 3 reports
replace door latch 1 reports spray door mechanism with lube! Find something helpful? Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Explorer problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Select Year Select Engine 4. Body Parts. Brake Parts. Cooling System.
Driveline and Axles. Electrical, Charging and Starting. Electronics and Telematics. Emission
Control. Engine Parts. Exhaust System. Hardware and Service Supplies. Ignition Parts. Steering
Parts. Suspension Parts. Tire and Wheel. Tools and Equipment. Transfer Case. Transmission
and Transaxle - Automatic. Transmission and Transaxle - Manual. Wiper and Washer. In Stock
Leaves Warehouse Today. Product Details Warehouse:. Full Manufacturer Warranty. Product
Notes:. Door, Latch, Assembly, Latches, Assemblies. Door Lock. Brand Description:. Dorman is
one of the most versatile and innovative manufacturers in the automotive aftermarket as they
provide the parts and equipment that you need. Package Size:. Product Features:. Plug and Play
' No wire splicing necessary High quality electric motor Direct replacement for a proper fit every
time Vehicle try-on testing has been conducted to ensure trouble-free performance. Speak to a
Live Mechanic - powered by JustAnswers. For more information, visit Businesses who are not
knowledgeable of that fact quickly catch on when they notice that they cannot hold their cliental

or attract repeat customers. The reason that AutoPartsWay. We employ a friendly staff that is
always ready to help you with any of your Ford Explorer Door Latch Assembly needs. Besides
boasting a friendly staff, we ensure that our employees are well trained and qualified to help
you. The knowledgeable staff at AutoPartsWay. The thing that places our staff above the rest is
that we do not simply sell you the part and leave you out in the cold to figure out its function;
no, our experts can give a customer a detailed run through of the function and proper use of
every Ford Explorer Door Latch Assembly that we sell. Our automotive experts have a working
knowledge of every Ford Explorer Door Latch Assembly that we offer. Our goal is to offer every
customer an incredible shopping experience. We want each customer to walk to his car with an
auto-part in his hand and a smile on his face. And we want each customer to consider our site
first when purchasing their Ford Explorer Door Latch Assembly. You can visit our Amazon
Store as well. Sign up for our email newsletter to get early access on exclusive deals and offers.
Your instant coupon will be delivered to your email upon completion. No thanks. Your prices are
low enough. For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th Looking to swap out your door lock actuator?
Since , Standa VDO has re We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Suppo
wiring diagram of running light
m 6007 a50sca
2013 ford escape fuel filter location
rts. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Door Lock Actuator part. Product Fit.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed
to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Feb 23, Thanks for the actuator. The actuator
was easy to find, order and install. Delano Jones. Purchased on Feb 07, Feb 12, Looking for the
next item I need. Easy ordering, fast shipping, easy to install. And works great. Larry Rickard.
Purchased on Dec 27, Oct 21, Thank you for the replacement part after a defected one. No
questions asked. New one works like a charm. Thanks again! Wolfgang70 Wolfgang Purchased
on Oct 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Symptoms of a Faulty Door Lock
Actuator. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

